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Program

8:30 - 8:50  REGISTRATION

8:50 - 9:00  Welcome Address Professor Sakkie Pretorius  

  Deputy Vice Chancellor  
  and Vice President: 
  Research and Innovation    

  University of South Australia

 Session/Presenter Chair

9:00 - 10:00 Keynote Address I Petko Kalev 

 Richard Roll UCLA Anderson School of Management (UniSA)

 CEO Narcissism and the Takeover Process:

      From Private Initiation to Deal Completion 

10:00 - 10:20 MORNING TEA

 Session/Talk/Presenter Chair/Discussant

10:20 - 12:20  Behavioral Finance and Capital Markets I Christine Helliar  
  Head of School of Commerce  

  (UniSA)

 CEO Personal Risk-Taking and Corporate Policies 
 Matthew D. Cain (University of Notre Dame) Alfred Yawson

 Stephen B. McKeon (University of Oregon) (The Univ. of Adel.)

 National Culture and Corporate Cash Holdings   

      Around the World 

 Yangyang Chen (Monash University)  Terry Walter (UTS)

 Paul Y. Dou (Macquarie University) 

 S. Ghon Rhee (University of Hawaii) 

 Cameron Truong and Madhu Veeraraghavan (Monash University)

 The Behavioral Basis of Sell-Side Analysts’ Herding 

 Robert B. Durand (Curtin University)  Barry Oliver (ANU)

 Manapon Limkriangkrai (Monash University)   

 Lucia Fung (Curtin University) 

12:20 - 14.00 LUNCH BREAK Rockford Spice Market

  Restaurant
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Program

  Session/Talk/Presenter Chair/Discussant

14:00–16:00 Behavioral Finance and Capital Markets II Alex Frino
   (Capital Markets CRC)

  A One Factor Model Given Style Investing

 Konark Saxena (University of NSW) Paskalis Glabadanidis

  (The Univ. of Adel.)

 Facing Uncertainty: Divergence of Opinion, Short-Sale
      Constraints and the Weekend Effect

 Paul Y. Dou (Macquarie University) Doug Foster (UTS)

 A Behavioural Finance Approach to Working Capital     
      Management
 Vikash Ramiah (RMIT University) Ron McIver (UniSA)
 Yilang Zhao (RMIT University)
 Imad Moosa (RMIT University)
 Michael Graham (Stockholm University)

16:00–16:20 AFTERNOON TEA

 Session/Talk/Presenter Chair/Discussant

16:20–17:40 Behavioral Finance and Capital Markets III Joakim Westerholm
   (The Univ. of Sydney)

 European Market Quality Pre/Post-MiFID
 Michael Aitken (University of NSW) Dave Allen   
 Elisa Maree Di Marco (University of NSW) (Edith Cowan University)

 Frederick H. deB. Harris (Wake Forest University)

 Can Firm-Specific Dividend Drop-Off Ratios be Used to  
      Infer Shareholder Marginal Tax Rates?

 Andrew Ainsworth, (The University of Sydney)  Huu Nhan Duong
 Adrian D. Lee (University of Technology Sydney) (Monash University)

 Terry Walter (University of Technology Sydney) 

17:40–17:50 Closing Address  Petko Kalev (UniSA)

19:00–19:30 Pre-Dinner Drinks InterContinental
   The Blake’s Room
19:30–22:30 DINNER InterContinental
   The Blake’s Room
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Abstracts

Keynote Address I: 9:00–10:00

CEO Narcissism and the Takeover Process: From Private Initiation to Deal Completion
Professor Richard Roll, Nihat Aktas, Eric de Bodt, Helen Bollaert

CEO narcissism affects the M&A process. More narcissistic target CEOs obtain higher bid premiums. Acquirer shareholders 

react less favorably to a takeover announcement when the target CEO is more narcissistic. Among acquiring CEOs, narcissism 

is associated with initiating deals and negotiating faster. Higher narcissism in both target and acquirer CEOs is associated with 

a lower probability of deal completion. Our results highlight also the importance of the target to acquirer CEOs relative level 

of narcissism. To obtain these results, narcissism is measured by the prevalence of personal pronoun usage in more than 1,700 

transcripts of CEO speech.

Morning Session: 10:20–12:20 

CEO Personal Risk-Taking and Corporate Policies 
Matthew D. Cain, Stephen B McKeon

This study analyzes the relation between CEO personal risk-taking, corporate policies, and overall firm risk. Using Federal 

Aviation Administration data, we identify a subset of CEOs who possess small aircraft pilot licenses. Fatality data indicate that 

piloting small aircraft is a risky activity and we find evidence of behavioral consistency for these CEOs in the form of higher 

firm leverage and greater stock return volatility. Further, we trace the source of the behavioural consistency to a personality 

trait known as sensation seeking. Sensation seeking CEO’s increase overall firm risk through more frequent acquisition activity. 

In contrast to overconfident CEOs, sensation seeking CEOs who manage high book-to-market firms are associated with value 

increasing acquisitions.

National Culture and Corporate Cash Holdings Around the World 
Yangyang Chen, Paul Y. Dou, S. Ghon Rhee, Cameron Truong, and Madhu Veeraraghavan

In this paper, we examine whether individualism and uncertainty avoidance can explain the variation in corporate cash 

holdings around the world as well as within the United States at the state level. We establish three major findings. First, in 

an international setting, corporate cash holdings are negatively associated with individualism and positively associated with 

uncertainty-avoidance. Second, firms in individualistic states in the United States hold less cash than firms in collectivistic states. 

Third, we show that individualism [uncertainty-avoidance] is positively [negatively] related to the firm‘s capital expenditures, 

acquisitions, and repurchases. Our findings are robust to alternative measures of cash holdings and national culture. Taken 

together, this is the first major study to show that cultural differences can explain the variation in cash holdings even after 

controlling for external governance factors, firm attributes, and country characteristics.
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The Behavioral Basis of Sell-Side Analysts’ Herding
Robert B. Durand, Manapon Limkriangkrai, Lucia Fung

Sell-side analysts move away from the prevailing consensus as their confidence increases. As their confidence falls, they herd 

towards the prevailing consensus. Confidence and the associated propensity to move away from the herd, increases as firms 

become more difficult to analyze. This behavior is consistent with such analysts having lower metacognitive skills. Experience 

reduces the bias against herding. 

Afternoon Session: 14:00–17:40 

A One Factor Model Given Style Investing
Konark Saxena

I pose an asset pricing model in which a fraction of misinformed investors invest in style portfolios formed on the basis of 

characteristics like book-to-market, size, and momentum. The remaining investors act as fundamental CAPM-like investors, 

who try to form a mean variance enceinte portfolio exploiting the behaviour of style investors. I estimate the optimal portfolio 

(MVE) held by fundamental investors in such an economy and present evidence that it is an asset pricing factor (since it is 

near mean-variance enceinte) with considerable power to explain the cross-section of expected returns. This optimal portfolio 

is successful in meeting three important goals of a well-specified asset pricing model: pricing characteristic based portfolios, 

pricing individual securities, and identifying the non-diversifiable macroeconomic risks that fundamental investors care about. 

This optimal portfolio outperforms the Carhart, Fama, and French factors, which do not pass important specification tests - they 

leave positive and significant cross-sectional alphas for portfolios as well as individual securities, and do not have a significant 

risk premium after controlling for characteristics. A decomposition of the MVE factor into a macroeconomic component and a 

residual component reveals that less than 30 % of the total risk premium may be due to macroeconomic factors.

Facing Uncertainty: Divergence of Opinion, Short-Sale Constraints and the Weekend Effect 
Paul Y. Dou 

Using Miller’s (1977) hypothesis, this paper provides a novel explanation for the weekend effect. This study hypothesizes that 

the weekend contains information uncertainty, which leads to divergence of opinion on Friday. When short-sale constraints are 

binding, stock prices are overpriced as they reflect more optimistic views. When uncertainty is resolved and opinion converges 

on Monday, prices should revert back to the equilibrium. Using data from 1980 to 2010, the evidence strongly supports this 

hypothesis. This explanation unifies several empirical regularities, such as the relation between short interest and the weekend 

effect and high selling pressure by individuals on Monday.

Abstracts
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A Behavioural Finance Approach to Working Capital Management 
Vikash Ramiah, Yilang Zhao, Imad Moosa and Michael Graham 

This paper documents the behaviour of the corporate treasurers involved in the decision making process in the areas of 

cash, inventory, accounts receivable, accounts payable, and risk management during the recent global financial crisis. Using 

interviews and a survey questionnaire, we attempt to find out if working capital managers are prone to certain heuristic-driven 

biases such as loss aversion, overconfidence, anchoring, and self-serving biases. Our findings show that these professionals 

exhibit signs of behavioural biases. Although these biases lead to sub-optimal decisions in certain areas of working capital 

management (WCM), they can also be desirable attributes in other aspects of WCM. We propose a profile of a good working 

capital manager.

European Market Quality Pre/Post-MiFID
Michael Aitken, Elisa Maree Di Marco, Frederick H. deB. Harris

Fundamental to the success of financial markets is confidence in the integrity as well as the efficiency of the marketplace. This 

study defines and builds proxies for Market Quality, both market efficiency (turnover, spreads and price impact) and market 

integrity (dislocation of the close and information leakage) across liquidity deciles and analyses their evolution over time. These 

market quality metrics can be used to assess the relationships to market design as well as the performance of market regulators 

and operators. NYSE Euronext (Paris), LSE and Deutsche Boerse are compared before and after MiFID.

Can Firm-Specific Dividend Drop-Off Ratios be Used to Infer Shareholder Marginal Tax Rates?
Andrew Ainsworth, Adrian D. Lee, Terry Walter 

In a seminal paper, Elton and Gruber (1970) argue that ex-dividend day pricing can be used to infer the marginal tax rates 

of shareholders. If this view is correct, managers of firms would be provided with information of relevance to major financing 

and distribution decisions. The Elton and Gruber paper has spurned controversy, with a large literature spanning papers that 

support either tax-based, transaction-cost-based or market microstructure explanations. We examine ex-dividend day pricing 

for individual firms and ask whether individual CFOs could use the history of a firm’s ex-dividend drop-offs to infer reasonable 

estimates of tax rates. We use TAQ data for 1,010 US firms that have at least 30 ex-dividend days during a sample period from 

August 1993 to December 2008. Our results show that ex-dividend day pricing is so noisy as to prohibit sensible estimates 

of shareholders’ marginal tax rates.  In addition, the results indicate that drop-off ratios generally lie within transaction cost 

boundaries, providing further evidence that tax rates cannot be inferred from drop-off ratios.

Abstracts
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Professor Richard Roll

Professor Richard Roll holds the Joel Fried Chair in Applied Finance at the UCLA Anderson School.  He is a principal of 
Compensation Valuation, Inc. and Factor Advisors, Inc., and a board member of Western Asset Mortgage Capital Corp.  Roll’s 
business experience includes three years with the Boeing Company in the early 1960’s where he worked on the Minuteman 
missile and the Saturn moon rocket.  During 1985-87, he was a vice president of Goldman, Sachs & Co., where he founded 
and directed the mortgage securities research group.  He has been a consultant for many US corporations, law firms, and 
government agencies. Roll has a bachelor’s degree in aeronautical engineering from Auburn University and an MBA from the 
University of Washington.  His academic career began in 1968 with a PhD from the University of Chicago.  Subsequently, he 
was on the faculty at Carnegie-Mellon University, The European Institute for Advanced Study of Management in Brussels, and 
the French business school, Hautes Etudes Commerciales, near Paris. He joined the UCLA faculty in 1976.  Roll has published 
two books and more than 100 articles in peer-reviewed journals on a variety of financial topics.  His 1968 doctoral thesis won 
the Irving Fisher Prize as the best American dissertation in economics.  He has won the Graham and Dodd Award for financial 
writing (four times) and the Leo Melamed Award for the best financial research by an American business school professor.  He 
is past president of the American Finance Association and is a fellow of the Econometric Society.  He is currently or has been 
an associate editor of eleven different journals in finance and economics. His non-golf recreations include flying, managing a 
working ranch and a vineyard, and being the proprietor of a restaurant where his wife is the chef.

Keynote Speaker
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Presenters

Stephen McKeon:

Professor McKeon earned his doctorate in finance at the Krannert School of Management at Purdue University in 2011, 

under the supervision of David Denis. He completed a MS in economics at Purdue University in 2009, and a BS in business 

administration from the Lundquist College of Business at the University of Oregon in 2000. Before his doctoral studies, he 

worked at a venture capital backed start-up in Silicon Valley and later spent six years as the chief financial officer of a 

high production winery in Napa Valley. His primary research interests include corporate governance, capital structure, security 

issuance, and financial risk-taking. His research has been accepted for publication in the Review of Financial Studies and has 

been cited in media outlets such as the Wall Street Journal, NY Times (Dealbook), Forbes, MarketWatch, Smart Money and 

Fox Business News. He joined the Lundquist College of Business faculty in 2011 and currently teaches valuation and financial 

analysis.

Madhu Veeraraghavan: 

Professor Madhu Veeraraghavan joined the Department of Accounting and Finance Monash University in March 2005. Prior 

to this he was a Senior Lecturer with the Department of Accounting and Finance, The University of Auckland, New Zealand. 

He has also held teaching positions at Griffith University, Gold Coast Campus. His teaching areas are Corporate Finance, 

Capital Markets and Investments. His major research interests are in the areas of asset pricing, behavioural finance, corporate 

governance and evaluation of portfolio performance. Professor Veeraraghavan is an active researcher and research supervisor 

in these areas. He has published over 20 refereed articles in international and regional journals in the areas of asset pricing 

and portfolio performance.

Robert Durand

Robert Durand is Professor of Finance at Curtin University in Western Australia.  Robert’s interest in finance was stimulated 

by his crushing losses in the Crash of 1987.  His academic work has focussed on areas which have helped him come to grips 

with this traumatic event.  Robert’s work focuses on asset pricing models and behavioural finance.  He has published over 

thirty articles in scholarly journals including the Journal of Behavioral Finance, the Journal of Empirical Finance, Financial 

Management, the Pacific-Basin Finance Journal, European Journal of Finance, and Accounting and Finance.  He holds a BA 

(Hons.) from the University of Sydney, an MBA from the University of Edinburgh and a PhD from Murdoch University.

Konark Saxena: 

Konark Saxena is a Senior Lecturer at the University of New South Wales. His research interests include theoretical and 

empirical asset pricing. He received his PhD in Finance from the University of California, Los Angeles.
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Paul Dou:

Paul Dou is a 3rd year PhD student enrolled at Macquarie Graduate School of Management. His PhD is affiliated with the 

Capital Markets CRC PhD program and is sponsored by UniSuper. Paul’s research focuses on dynamic asset allocation, stock 

market anomalies and return predictability. Before pursuing his PhD degree, Paul obtained a Bachelor of Commerce (1st class  

honours) degree from the University of Auckland. He also worked for KPMG and New Zealand Funds Management for a 

short period. 

Vikash Ramiah: 

Dr Vikash Ramiah is currently a Senior Lecturer at RMIT University. He has a Diploma of Management, B. Sc. (Hons) Economics, 

Master of Finance program & Doctor of Philosophy from RMIT University. He has received numerous awards for outstanding 

performance in teaching and supervision. Vikash taught economics and finance courses at RMIT, University of Melbourne, 

La Trobe University and Australian Catholic University since 1999. He has published 11 papers in academic journals (e.g 

Journal of Behavioral Finance, Applied Economics, Pacific Basin Finance Journal and Journal of International Financial Market, 

Institution and Money), 3 industry reports, 2 book chapters, and over 35 conference papers. Vikash supervises numerous 

PhD students and regularly attracts research funding. He is an expert reviewer for 10 finance journals and reviewer for the 

Mauritius Research Council. He was an elected board member of the RMIT University Business Board, program Director 

of Open Universities Australia and acting Board member at the Australian Centre for Financial Studies. He was as a junior 

auditor at H&A Consultant, manager at Intergate PTY LTD, quantitative analyst at ANZ, Investment Banking Division, provided 

consultancy services to the Australian Stock Exchange and worked in collaboration with the Finance and Treasury Association 

of Australia.

Michael Aitken:

Professor Michael Aitken is widely regarded as the most industry-centric academic associated with Australian capital markets. As 

the founder and former CEO of SIRCA (www.sirca.org.au), he has used his industry affiliations to build and share infrastructure 

which now underwrites the research activities of 30+ universities across Asia-Pacific. Working through SMARTS Group (www.

smartsgroup.com), he has designed the world’s first “off-the-shelf” surveillance software now in use at 40 national exchanges 

and regulators (including the London Stock Exchange, NYSE-Euronext, Nasdaq-OMX, HK Exchanges, the Swiss Exchange and 

the Australian Securities Exchange) and 150 brokers across 30 countries. He leads the research initiatives of the CMCRC which 

currently includes providing fully outsourced surveillance services to the securities industry as well as outsourced surveillance 

technology to the health insurance and general insurance sectors.

Andrew Ainsworth:

Andrew is a Lecturer at the University of Sydney. He received his PhD from the University of New South Wales in 2010 and 

holds a Bachelor of Economics (Hons) from the University of Western Australia. Prior to undertaking his PhD, he worked at the 

Reserve Bank of Australia. His research interests include the performance and behaviour of investment funds, the valuation of 

dividends and the role of liquidity in capital markets. 
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